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ILLUMINERA INSTITUTE
The mission of the Illuminera Institute is to advance the frontiers of insight consultancy by enhancing its ability to enable companies to make the right marketing
decisions in the changing marketing environment. We do this by contributing to skill-building to help harvest and harness insights, and also by initiating and
conducting cutting-edge thought leadership in exploring marketing trends.
Illuminera Institute is a part of The Illuminera Group, which was founded in 2007 with a vision to empower the future of marketing. With this vision, Illuminera
has shunned the path taken by other marketing consulting and MarTech firms but has endeavored to be a genuine and long-standing partner to our clients,
supporting them to make the right marketing decisions at all stages of the marketing cycle and grow profitably.
The Illuminera Institute Program is meant for busy mid to senior-level professionals who want to refresh their thinking by absorbing new ideas to provide
stimulation and momentum for new thinking when they return to their desks. Through these courses, we distill our learning and insights into bite-sized, simple
concepts that could act as stimulants to do things differently in the competitive battle for the wallets and minds of consumers. Typically, these courses are
complimentary, as a token of gratitude and appreciation to our clients, through whose support we have garnered the insights and ideas presented in these
seminars.
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Three key areas of focus

Training and Skill Building

Thought Leadership

» Sharing best practices
» Advanced methods and new approaches
» Foundational training

» Deciphering key trends in the market
» Understanding changing mindsets and values

Illuminera has been offering bespoke training seminars for several years. We
want to mitigate problems by offering training – both to the practitioners
of research and to the users. We design and deliver bespoke training to
meet the specific needs of different organizations. The training could cover
both foundational courses and advanced topics.

We at Illuminera Institute focus on deciphering and interpreting
consumer trends and changing consumer preferences and attitudes.
The areas of focus vary from time to time and may include the study
of specific segments (e.g. the Chinese centennials), specific markets
(e.g. the self-health market) or specific business challenges e.g. (digital
transformation).

Insight Harvesting
» Mining currently available data
» Joining the dots
We acknowledge that organizations can be inundated with data, from their
consultancies, from their own internal source, and from the web. llluminera
Institute undertakes assignments where we look at all key sources of data
available with our clients, do a meta-analysis, join the dots, and provide
meaningful and consistent insights.
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2022 Program
Winning at the Starting Line
New drug launch excellence

Physicians: Predictably Irrational
Medical decision making through the behavioral economics lens

Innovate Innovation
Making innovation a systematic and continuous process
with better odds of success

Break through Data Silos to Harness Insights across Touch Points
Reshape the consumer journey in digital contexts

Leading Pharma E-commerce
Opportunity, Innovation & Strategy
Getting Pricing Right
How pharmaceutical companies can get ahead in China’s new
era of healthcare
Reinventing Brand Communication in the Digital Age
Brand strategy innovation and business model re-thinks in a
digital environment

The Making of Blockbuster Drugs
The art of developing powerful pharmaceutical brand strategy
Seizing the Race for Consumer Demand
The confrontation between old and new players in the digital era
Uncover the Myth of Private Domain
How to develop a sizable private domain business to fuel the brand
growth
Creating Winning and Memorable Experiences
A systematic approach based on mindstates and nudge forces

Achieving Behavioral Change Goals through Nudging
Nudging for change
*Date will be posted one month prior to the seminar

For more details on any of our programs or to discuss any specific needs for your organization,
please write to or call:
Shanshan Ye
8621 5395 1000 * 8081
shanshan.ye@illuminera.com
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Winning at the Starting Line
New drug launch excellence

Overview

Program

Thanks to the loosening up and acceleration of CDE’s new drug approval
process, multinational pharmaceutical companies have geared up their efforts
to introduce new drugs into China.

»
»
»
»
»
»

Certainly, everyone is eyeing the prize when launching new products. Yet
it has been and will continue to be extremely difficult for most new drugs
to make a big splash in the market. For one, even though most of these
drugs are original, the majority of them are actually a “me too” product in
adjacent classes offering largely similar efficacy and safety. It will be extremely
difficult for any of the players to establish sufficient differentiation, therefore
overheated price competition is expected.

Today’s challenges for the success of a new drug
The essentials in new product launch excellence
Finding the angle to win – positioning
Telling a story to convince – value proposition
Pricing for advantage
Making your product available

In addition, fierce competition from local generics tends to appear very
early on with local players becoming increasingly sophisticated in sales and
marketing. Furthermore, the shifts in market access regulations and practices,
while making it easier and faster to contemplate reimbursement listing,
have made pricing and listing ever more challenging.
Building upon our extensive experience supporting new product launches,
Illuminera will offer our insights and best practices in new drug launch excellence
with tips, viewpoints, frameworks, and real world cases.
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Innovate Innovation
Making innovation a systematic and continuous process with better odds of success

Overview
How to deconstruct the underlying logic behind new products and gain
insights of the original objectives of brand innovation? How to rejuvenate
the declining star product and reignite brand values? How to balance and
integrate the universality and differentiation of products, so that
consumers can perceive the high quality and uniqueness of products?
Gone are the days with large demand, few competition, and low market
saturation, and brands will enter an era of "Submerged Blue Ocean",
facing the challenges to denote the changing unmet consumer needs,
uncover the marketing pain points, and diagnose the right "strategy
prescription" to innovate for further business growth.
With a mission of better driving business growth through innovation,
THREE INNOVATION, a boutique of The Illuminera Group, is committed
to offering consumer insights based innovation consultancy and data
empowerment know-hows, to enrich opportunities in and out of category,
and to accomplish the launch excellence. By employing the marriage of big
data and profound consumer insights, THREE INNOVATION has
successfully reinforced many well-known brands, including but not limited
to BESTORE, Breo, Nestle, L’Oréal, Caltrate, Sensodyne, to successfully
launch a series of new products and innovative projects.

THREE INNOVATION has a lot to share on making your innovation efforts
“systematic”, “continuous” and with “improved odds”. We will share with
marketers how to define innovative strategies in the "Submerged Blue Ocean"
market, how to stimulate consumers' potential demand, how to anchor new
product positioning and effective communication strategies, and ultimately to
achieve product iteration and business growth.

Program
» How to redefine the competition landscape and quickly seize new
opportunities
» How to better translate objectives of innovation to business growth
» How to educate and convert the consumers in the "Submerged
Blue Ocean" market
» How blockbusters evolve to stay in trend
» How to balance and integrate the universality and differentiation of
products
» How to effectively communicate with consumers
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Leading Pharma E-commerce
Opportunity, Innovation & Strategy

Overview

Program

As the COVID-19 pandemic sweeps the world, businesses are scrambling
to respond to constantly evolving policies. The pharmaceutical industry is
no exception.

» What role do online channels play? How can your brand achieve
synergy among them?
» What are the key trends in healthcare e-commerce? How can you
plan and prepare ahead?
» Can FMCG business models be applied to healthcare e-commerce
practices?
» Learn how to form a closed data loop to maximize the ROI of
online RTM.

Most traditional pharmaceutical manufacturers had well and truly begun
to adopt digital channels and e-commerce platforms to better serve and
target customers, with differing degrees of success.
It is however abundantly clear that the organizations capable of agility and
innovation will fare far better than their competition in the challenging
months ahead.
With rich experience in pharmaceutical marketing, and acumen about innovative
digitalization, The Healthcare team in Illuminera is always ready to provide you
with forward-looking thinking on the challenges, opportunities and solutions as
pharmaceutical companies confront the realities of e-commerce. Real-world
Illuminera case studies driven by data empowerment in consumer sectors will
also be shared.
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Getting Pricing Right
How pharmaceutical companies can get ahead in China’s new era of healthcare
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Overview
With a series of newly promulgated policies intensifying market competition
throughout China’s pharmaceutical industry, setting the right price has
never been more vital for drug manufacturers. Aligning with a centralization
of procurement policies, more of these products are now placed on the
“group buying” list, while price negotiations between China's National
Healthcare Security Administration (NHSA) and pharmaceutical companies
are receiving greater public exposure and concern. In addition, further
exploration into the benefits of healthcare ecommerce is firmly on the
agenda of administrators with a number of stakeholder groups growing
increasingly eager for their slice of the pharmaceutical pie.

In this seminar, we will share a solid understanding of the impact of
healthcare industry policies on pricing strategy, models and best practices.
Using real-life cases, we will reveal the various opportunities that are
created by adopting a considered and well-informed pricing strategy.

Program
» Pricing: strategic significance and fundamentals
» Strength and applicability of various pricing models
» The impact of macro-economic policies on pricing in the Chinese
healthcare market
» Pricing strategies and solutions for different business issues

Illuminera is a trusted and innovative provider of strategic pricing consultation
to China’s healthcare sector. Our consultants have tackled diverse pricing
problems across a wide range of product and service categories,
delivering comprehensive solutions for our clients. As a market-leading
voice in this space, we believe that reasonable pricing not only depends on
formulating and implementing suitable pricing strategies, models and
research methods, but also requires a unique understanding of the
impacts and challenges brought about by macro-economic policies and
consumer driven factors.
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Reinventing Brand Communication in the Digital Age
Brand strategy innovation and business model re-thinks in a digital environment

Overview

Program

It is an understatement to say that digital technology has fundamentally
transformed the marketing landscape. Gone are the days when the marketer
could develop a TV commercial and run it for months, hoping to entice
consumers through the sequential stages of awareness, interest, desire and
action (the AIDA model). In today’s world, communication needs to be
integrated and synchronized across a wide array of digital and non-digital
touchpoints, often with the consumer not being mere recipients, but an
active participant in the telling of the brand story.

»
»
»
»

The new norm of marketing in the digital age
What is changing? Rebuilding brand strategy in the digital age
Data empowerment of brand strategy
Communication in the digital age – integration of strategy
and execution

Facing the new norms of marketing in the digital age, traditional concepts such
as STP theory and Mega Brand strategies seem to be unadaptable. Based on
multi-faceted communications and traditional brand positioning strategy,
many claim that the ‘brand’ is dead.
In this seminar, we will start from the basic changes brought to sales and
marketing by the digital age. From there, we will discuss how to adapt and
even transform brand strategies. At the same time, we will share strategies
on data – the unique advantage of the digital age, and how we can use data
to empower brand strategy and connect marketing communication with
strategy.
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Achieving Behavioral Change Goals through Nudging
Nudging for change

Overview
Marketing is all about behavior change. But behavior change goes beyond
marketing - companies often want to change the behavior of their
employees, their suppliers and associates, and governments frequently want
to nudge the general public. When we think of behavior change, it is not
unnatural to think about knowledge dissemination and persuasion - laying
out all the facts, and telling your audience how they will benefit by adopting
the new behavior.
But there is a problem. Current behaviors, particularly if they are long-standing
and ingrained habits, are difficult to kick-off. There is a glue which binds us
to our current habits. It is fueled by loss aversion, a fear of the unknown and our
unwillingness to give up all the investment we have made in nurturing the
current habit.

which binds people to the current behavior; 2) smoothen the friction
which impedes the acceptance of the new behavior; 3) creating the
required habit loop - with appropriate nudges, including cues, rewards,
commitment and investment to induce the new behavior.

Program
» The science of habit change
» Understanding glues and friction
» How behavioral economics concepts can be used to bring about the
desired change more effectively and efficiently

At the same time the new habit which you are trying to inculcate faces friction.
Friction may simply lie in the fact that the new behavior is less easy to perform,
less accessible or that there is a new learning and effort involved.
To change the behavior we need to replace the current habit loop with
new habit loop - which involves developing a strategy to: 1) dilute the glue
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Physicians: Predictably Irrational
Medical decision making through the behavioral economics lens

Overview
Given their dedication to science and logic, one would expect doctors to be
the epitome of rational decision making. Their decisions should be based on
evidence, and their choices should maximize the likelihood of recovery.
Similarly, patients should also make decisions about their health based on
clear logic and rationality.
However, our long experience of studying decision-making of both
physicians and patients seems to indicate otherwise. Doctors’ decisions are
often influenced by availability and representative bias, causing ignorance of
hard-core scientific evidence in front of them. Their choices are often
determined by the memory of their own experience, particularly those vivid
cases where something unexpected transpired.

the right decisions, while addressing rational concerns and taking into
account emotional needs.

Program
» Understanding the physicians’ and patients’ decision-making from a
behavioral economics standpoint
» The common “rule of thumb” heuristics - availability, representative,
and anchoring bias
» Applying behavioral economics to improve communication efficiency
in promotion of medical brands

Patients, similarly, often seem unable to make choices even when some
courses of action are clearly more desirable. Choices are influenced by
probability weighting, social concerns, and emotional considerations.
Illuminera marketing experts in the healthcare industry will deconstruct the
decision-making process of doctors and patients based on behavioral
economics. We will discuss how to apply the framing effect to medical
evidence in order to effectively motivate doctors and patients to make
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Break through Data Silos to Harness Insights across Touch Points
Reshape the consumer journey in digital contexts

Overview
As consumers' attention spans become increasingly fragmented and marketing
touchpoints scattered, the formation of “data silos” between different touchpoints
has become the biggest challenge for data-empowered marketing.
How does a real consumer journey look like? What are the grips in the chain
that can be leveraged? What are the behavioral and mental characteristics of
the target group across the digital context? How is budget allocated between
different media and channels to achieve the business objectives of the
campaign? How effective are various ads contributing to e-commerce traffic
after exposure? What metrics are used to measure the effectiveness of the
marketing activities being done? What are competitors doing? And what are
their performance? What can we learn from them?

empowering brands to break through data silos and win across touchpoints
through the real and complete consumer journey.

Program
» How to optimize brands’ business performance
» How to integrate omni-channel data and reshape the consumer
journey
» The mechanisms of media influencing consumer behaviors and the
best placement matrix

Data discrepancies across touchpoints make these marketing problems
insurmountable, and in order to connect multiple touchpoints to form real
and complete consumer journey insights, we need to go back to basics consumers themselves. To address these marketing dilemmas, Ghawar, the
new consumer insights platform of Illuminera, uses proprietary advanced data
collection methods and eight global leading patented technologies to bridge
multiple touchpoints and formulate complete consumer journey insights,
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The Making of Blockbuster Drugs
The art of developing powerful pharmaceutical brand strategy

Overview
If there is one phenomenon that has defined the pharmaceutical sector in the
past decade, it has to be the commoditization of drugs. Increasingly, highly
anticipated drugs rolling out of pipelines turn out to be nothing revolutionary.
Gone are the days when the unique strengths of a product allows the drug
to sell itself regardless of brand strategy.
Bad news for pharmaceutical companies, but a golden opportunity for healthcare
marketing professionals! When drugs resemble each other so much, whoever
is capable of making their drug stand out in customers’ minds wins the war.

In this seminar, Illuminera will offer new approaches, share our best
practices in brand strategy development, and discuss the art of building a
blockbuster brand in the pharmaceutical industry.

Program
»
»
»
»

The power of sound brand strategy
What makes a brand strategy great?
How to stand out in intense competition
New ways to build powerful brand strategies in the pharmaceutical
market

The route to powerful brand strategy, however, is not so clear in an industry
that is for the most part sales-driven. Complex market environments and
confusing decision-making processes further complicate the situation. At
Illuminera, it is our belief that, regardless of how special an industry may be,
the most effective brand strategy should be grounded on insights and
inspired by creativity. With this belief, our consultants developed a
bespoke framework for formulating brand strategy in the pharmaceutical
industry, contributing positively to the development of many brands, including
prescription drug brands.
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Seizing the Race for Consumer Demand
The confrontation between old and new players in the digital era

Overview
In the era of big data, new cutting-edge brands that seized the opportunity
have entered the market strongly, entering the hundred-million-yuan club
faster than ever, stunning consumers and the market again and again.
Faced with the crazy shuffle of new brands, consumers no longer only
recognize big names, old players who have been in the market for many
years are becoming confused: How can they compete with new brands?
What are the spaces and opportunities for growth? How to keep up with
the trend and achieve a stunning turnaround? Faced with increasingly
"faster" upstarts, novel and cutting-edge brands also are facing iterative
anxiety: when a single successful product is not a long-term solution, how
can brand competitiveness be maintained and leading positions in competitive
markets preserved?

The answer to this question has become more and more important in an era
of tight traffic dividends and high marketing costs. After answering this
question, the path to winning consumers may be obvious.
In this seminar, llluminera will share with you how to build a truly consumerfocused and results-oriented marketing roadmap and demonstrate tactics
in the digital era to help brands win consumers.

Program
» How traditional brands achieve brand renewal
» How new brands break through in a competitive market
» The experiences of successful cases

The questions about growth, innovation, and branding are ultimately the
issue of winning consumers.
How to dispel the fog of big data to identify and predict the trends and
battlefields of target consumer demand?
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Uncover the Myth of Private Domain
How to develop a sizable private domain business to fuel the brand growth

Overview

Program

The cost of public traffic being increasingly higher and the restrictions being
increasingly greater, businesses have turned to private domains. However,
due to the lack of the ability to design private domain blueprints, companies
tend to have misconceptions of private domains, and are therefore unable
to develop ideal systems of private domains.

» Evaluate whether a brand is suitable for building a private domain
» Building private domain strategy for brands
» How to successfully manage private domains
» Share successful cases

How can companies accumulate the traffic to the brand’s own domain and
promote a new round of enterprise growth? How can companies break
through the bottleneck of 5-10% growth of the private domain and bring
disruptive growth?
Combining long-term explorations and practices, Illuminera proudly
launched the latest private domain model, which empowers the brand
private domain with “five major elements + four major capabilities”, helps
to build up the enterprise private domain “position” from 0 to 1 to 100,
analyzes the common misconceptions about private domain construction,
and interprets the “traps”, challenges and winning secrets in private
domain construction and operation.
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Creating Winning and Memorable Experiences
A systematic approach based on mindstates and nudge forces

Overview
With increasing consumer demands, and lack of technological opportunities
for product differentiation, it is natural for marketers to try to distinguish
themselves on the quality of experience they offer. In the "experience
economy" creating differentiated and special experiences is necessary not
just for services, but for every product. How we evaluate experiences and
remember them subsequently, is determined by complex consumer needs
and dynamics.
Experience design needs to be firmly rooted in consumers needs and
mindstates. Based on the 16 basic desires theory we have identified 9
mindstates relevant to consumption and experience.
Once the basic direction of the experience is finalized, we next need to
see how we can translate it into actual experience elements. Consumers
use certain heuristics (which we have coalesced into nudge forces) to
evaluate experiences. We describe how to decide the nudge forces to
employ based on - the mindstates the experience intends to cater to,
the nudge profile of the category and the strengths of the brand.

In this seminar we will describe a systematic approach based on a solid
foundation of behavioral sciences and design thinking to create powerful
consumer experiences. The approach has two core concepts: goals and
mindstates, nudge framework for experience design representativeness.

Program
» How mindstates framework can understand consumer needs, and
develop the core of the experience strategy
» Using the key behavioral science concepts to develop key elements of
the experience
» Taking the strategy further into design elements using a multidisciplinary
approach and design thinking

Lastly, we need to identify all potential frictions which could derail the
experience, and develops a strategy to smoothen them.
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Scan the QR code to follow us on WeChat
For potential employment opportunities:
joinus@illuminera.com
For all other inquiries:
inquiries@illuminera.com
SHANGHAI
25th Floor, No. 155 Tianjin Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai
Tel: +86 21 5395 1000
CHENGDU
Room 150, 42F WeWork Pinnacle one, No.199 Lower Dongda
Street, TWR B
Jinjiang District, Chengdu, Sichuan Province
Tel: +86 21 5395 1000
MELBOURNE
5-7 Guest Street, Hawthorn, VIC, 3122, Australia
Tel: +61 388 095 333
SYDNEY
Level 2, 383 George St, Sydney, NSW, 2000, Australia
Tel: +61 388 095 333
SINGAPORE
103B Amoy Street, 3rd Floor, Singapore 069923
Tel: +65 9181 3312

